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New fall schedule to be implemented in coming school year
Dylan Reed-Maxfield
Staff Writer

Ne.xt year. Lawrence students
will begin fall classes Sept. 14 roughly 10 days earlier than in the
past - and will complete fall term
just before Thanksgiving. The board
of trustees mandated the calendar
change, voting three weeks ago to
shift the term earlier in an effort to
save money on energy and follow
through on the campus-wide "green
initiatives.·
The board found that by shutting down student residences and
some other campus buildings over
a longer winter break. the university
could reduce its heating bill by as
much as S200,000.
The change comes during an economic recession that is forcing many
colleges and universities to respond
in more drastic ways to huge budget
deficits. One reflection of the serious impact of the recession on other
institutions of higher education is an
entire section of headlines on *""*U.
S. News and World Report"**"'s Web
site titled "Colleges in Recession."
Among the articles are stories
of faculty and staff cuts, significant
curriculum changes, and even the
discontinuation of whole degree programs. The Louisiana State University
System is expected to cut 2,000 positions next year. Brandeis University
re<:ently announced the closing of
its Rose Art Museum and a plan to
auction off the entire 6,000-piece
collection that it houses.

The University of Washington, 30
percent of whose students are transfers from community colleges. will
not accept transfer applications this
spring. Closer
to
home,
Beloit College
laid off 34
of its fewer
than 500 faculty and staff
members on
Dec. 31.
The new
academic calendar is seen
by both the
trustees and
the administration as a
way to create
much-needed
budget savings
without resorting to drastic
measures that
would fundamentally alter
the nature of a
Lawrence education . .
According
to Provost and
Dean of the
Faculty David
Burrows, the
focus all along
has been on preserving what he
called ' the academic and artistic
core [of our programs]."
He emphasized that the plan

to close clown buildings during
December is allowing the university
to leave things that are considered
more essential to its mission unal-

tered; jobs will not be eliminated,
class sizes will not increase and the
school is proceeding with searches
for all eight tenure-track position s it

has planned to fill next year.
The trustees· decision did not
include details of the new calendar,
but directed the faculty curriculum
committee to
set dates for
a fal~ term
that
would
end
before
Thanksgiving.
At President
Jill
Beck's
request.
a
committee of
faculty and
staff representing a wide
variety of the
university 's
departments
has begun to
meet under
the co-direction of Dean
of Students
N a n c y
Truesdell and
Associate
Dean of the
Faculty Nancy
Wall.
Truesdell
described the
committee 's
m1ss1on
as
working out
the broad and
complex "implications" of the trustees· directive. These include decisions about which campus buildings
to keep open during the extended

break, how much to heat them; what
staffing changes will be appropriate
for December and how to make th ese
changes while causing th e least hardship for employees. "There's still
university business to be conducted
[over break]," said Truesdell. "We
need to figure out how to conduct
thi s business [and still save th e
money]."
Other concerns focus on athletic teams - whose practice and
competition schedules continue into
December - and on international
students who cannot travel home
over break and have previously
relied on staying in their dorms.
Although official plans regarding
such challenges have not yet been
announced, Dean Truesdell said that
the administration is keenlv aware
of the difficulties the new ~alendar
will pose to students. She also said
that her committee is working hard
and "thinking creatively" to come up
with solutions.
Associate
Professor
of
Government and Edwin & Ruth West
Professor of Economics and Social
Science Claudena Skran, who serves
on the curriculum committee that
finalized the dates for th e new calendar, was hopeful that the change
would constitute "a minor modification for most students.'
She pointed out that the l2-week
summer break is sti ll long enough
for students to complete int ernships,
and even suggested that some may
find they enjoy having more time off
between fall and winter terms.

Engberg brings "Text/Messages'' to her alma mater Lawrence University Mock Trial
Alicia Bones
she intern ed at the Metropolitan such as buildings and brick walls and
Associate
Museum of Art in New York City. de-familiarize them in forms such as teams ~ompete in first scrimmage
News Editor

She was a curator in the visual arts
Lewis Carroll's fantasy story department of the Walker Art Center
"Alice in Wonderland" and Spanish in Minneapolis from l990 to July
surrealist painter Salvador Dali's 2008, when she took over as the
gouache paintings that use a tech- curator of prints and editions. She
nique similar to watercolor seem is now a Lawrence distinguished
uniquely well-suited to working alumna. She also has written for
together in a 1969 illustrated edition contemporary art publication s and
of the classic tale. Lawrence grad exhibit brochures.
~d curator Siri Engberg's majors
Engberg's presentation bega n
tn art history and English seemed with a quote from the French
similarly well-suited in her lecture poet Stephane Mallarme that said,
"Text/Messages: Books by Artists,·• "Everything exists in the world to
presented Feb. 10 in the Wriston Art become a book.' Engberg illustrated
Center auditorium.
this point with her examples of art
Engberg graduated
from books, primarily works created after
Lawrence in I 989. After graduation, 1960, which take everyday things
SIBERIA - Two communication
satellites collided 491 miles above
Siberfa on Tuesday, the first occurrence of its kind. The crash puts
the NASA space station 220 miles
above the earth into an elevated,
but still minor, risk of being struck
with debris.
- www.washingtonpost.com

pop-up books. Works in this genre
can also be sculptures, magazin es or
collages. Engberg focused on these
mediums. or art related to books
outside of more traditional illustrations.
One example is American artist
Andy Warhol 's 1967 book "Andy
Warhol's fndex Book.' This book,
fashioned in the style of a children 's
pop-up book, was the first of its
kind to be mass distributed. Unlike
its form , the book tackles seminal
images of the '60s such as Nico and
Photo ::ou..--:~sy of Cuor..g O>Jy Ngu}"'"J!

See Text/Messages on page 2

Lawrence Mock Tci 1t1 Te-:un One {lefi to eight) O uis H:igin. Cecily Mcl\iilhn., r..,r~n Doherty, Eria 1
Asbell, Stephen Rymt, C:Udin Fish, 1tnd co:iclt J\my Risseeuu~

Cuon" Duy Nguyen

WASHINGTON -The recent merger Sta.ff \V, iter
between ticket seller Ticketmaster
and Live Nation, the world's leadLawrence University Mock Trial
ing concert promoter is currently
competed agai nst UW-Green Bay
being investigated by the Justice
Satu rday, Feb. 7. lt was th e first time
Department. The investigation is
this academic year that Lawrence
a response to concern that the
competed against another school.
merger would create a monopoly in
It was not an official tournament,
the ticket selling industry.
but a scrimmage among two teams
- www.time.com from Lawrence and one from UWGreen Bay.

~~~~--------===============:::::
Day: Mostly Cloudy
Night: Partly Cloudy
Hi: 31 °F Lo: 17°F

Despite the fact that it was not
an official contest, LUMT President
Stephen Flynn said, "It is a bit nervous
and exciti ng." Taking into account
that some players from Lawrence are
in their first year of participating in
the competiti on, the scrimmage itself
is quile a challenge.
·lock Trial is a contest between
See Mock Trial on puge 3

Day: Partly Sunny
Night: Partly Cloudy
Hi : 31°F Lo: l6°F
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Lindsey Ahlen
Staff Writer

The Black Organization of
Students held their annual event
titled ·cultural Expressions: Beyond
Racial Boundaries' to celebrate Black
h1story and culture Feb. 7 m the
Buchanan Kiewit Recreation Center.
This year's event focused on mterrace relations, including those in the
Lawrence community.
The night began with a catered
dinner. students, faculty and community members gathered around
candlelt tables to converse, eat and
enjoy the performances.
The night's entertainment portion began with an old-time AfricanAmerican song. Next, performers
dressed in BOS T-shirts discussed
what they appreciated about their
heritage. Brittany Johnson, president
of BOS, said, ·we are sharing [our
culture] with our audience.'
Performers presented skits,
poetry and prose, as well as vocal
and instrumental music. Questions
posed through the creative portion
of the program included · why is the
word 'black' always associated with
struggle?' and ' Does my sexiness
upset you?' Positive acclamations
included ' Live for the best' and 'Live
a life advocating for anti-exclusivity.'

After the live performances,
a documentary directed by junior
Malt' anna Avery-Cash, the vice president of BOS, was screened The
theme of the documentary was the
question ·what comes to mind when
you think of Living Beyond Racial

Text/Messages
continued.from pa.ge J
Lou Reed of the Velvet Underground
and acid tabs, as well as Warhol's
iconic soup can
. An example of blurring the artw1th-text genre is Swiss-German
Dieter Roth's ·Tonbild,' or 'Sound
Picture,' created from 1975 to 1988.
The work, part of the permanent
collect ion at the Walker, is, at first
glance, a nontraditional sculpture
made from photographs, Plexiglas
and wood. Attached cassette players add another dimension to the
work, however. In 1978 Roth said,
·1 sometimes fasten a t~pe recorder
onto paintings or objects .. . those
who look at the art don't realize how
bad it is when they hear the music.
For the music is even worse. Two bad
things make one good thing.'
Engberg said museums often
don't know how to handle these
art books, which simultaneously
exist m touchable and untouchable media. Today, museums are
more accustomed to such works and
interested patrons can often make
appomtments to come and handle
the books.
• The Walker's current exhibit
Text/Messages: Books by Artists•
curated by Engberg and libra~1an Rosemary Furta_k, runs through
April 19. Along With Dali's , Alice
m Wonderland,' other highlights
mclude works by Robert Motherwell
Ellsworth Kelly and Karen Finley'.
The collect ion was pieced together
with Furtak's library co llection and
with permanent exhibits from the
museum.
Despite books and newspaper
movmg Into a dig ital arena, Engberg
seems to have faith in the longev!ty of the art book genre. She sa id
[Some artists are chang mg to digita'1
media], but Just as many cling to
craft of book-rnakmg, of creating
somet hmg by hand:

Boundaries?'
The documentary illustrates the
diverse views of Lawrence students
and staff on the issue. Cash interviewed many different people for
this film. Ideas included: ·The idea
of everybody not excluding anybody
is idealistic, and it will always be a
problem and cannot be avoided,·
' impossible,' and •at W everyone
is very accepting - no instance of
excl usion.' A professor was also
quoted, saying, ·on the W campus,
are we living beyond racial boundaries? No, I do not think so.'
The mission ofBOS is ·to educate
the W community about the Black
experience through the celebration
of black culture and is a social support sy~tem for its members.' Derrell

Aeon, member of BOS, said, 'You do
not have to be Black to be in a Black
organization of students.' He added
that Black history can be celebrated
by anyone who appreciates the talent and culture of those with African
American heritage.
Sirgourney Tanner, another
member of BOS, seemed to sum up
the mi.5sion of the event as well as of
the organization, saying, ·we are all
tied down to this word, hindering the
human race from seeing beyond [the
word ' black'] ... we are getting there
slowly, but surely.'
To watch Marvanna Avery-Cash's
documentary, contact the Office of
Multicultural Affairs. BOS meets
Fridays at 5 p.m. in the diversity
center.

Funds for Senior Experie
available to students
Those who plan to complete a senior experience pro
can now apply for gr~ts to ease project-related exp
The Mellon Foundauon, whose philosophy is to
strengthen and sustain institutions
and their core capacities, recently
provided Lawrence with
funds to award a numrer
of senior experience grants
to students. Applications
for the grants should
be submitted to Tom
Ryckman, the director of
the senior experience program
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Lawrence University Community Council
Resolution on Staff Enfranchisement -

Feb. 9, 2009

Whereas, the non-faculty employees of Lawrence University, hereafter referred to as "staff," have previously had no representation
on the Lawrence University Community Council,
Whereas, the duties of the staff are substantially affected by legislation of the Lawrence University Community Council,
Whereas, a number of staff members have expressed interest in obtaining representation on the Lawrence University Community
Council,
Therefore, be it resolved that the Lawrence University Community Council fully supports and endorses the enfranchisement of
the staff,
Therefore, be it further resolved that the Lawrence University Community Council shall collaborate with the Department of
Human Resources and any other relevant bodies to facilitate said enfranchisement,
Therefore, be it finally resolved that the Lawrence University Community Council shall pursue this goal with all due haste.

Bunke's Blurb
Three things, faithful reader. Wall Street, Facebook, purple forms.
Wall Street. Here's what I think. I am convinced that stockbrokers on the
floor').of- th~-,NYSE,(or wpa~ver "floor" they always talk about) do nothing but
stand'around\¥ith ·theirbands on their heads waiting for an AP photographer
to snap a picture. If they would spend less time looking so miserable, I might
just do them a favor and buy some of their stock. vvho wants to buy stock when
the people selling it look like faculty members who have just found out about •
the fall-term schedule change? I have never seen a stockbroker smile. So many
LawTentians would be good stockbrokers.
Facebook. I am Facebook friends lvith my mother. I feel great about this.
Hats off to Pat Niles, director of dining services. He gets hundreds of those
purple comment forms and answers each one. Sometimes I am literally embarrassed to read what people have written. Have you ever read the purple forms?
Do so. Once, I saw one that just said, "Sucks." vVhat? No doubt a Trever resident,
eager to cause a stir after feeling totally forgotten by the rest of the campus. If
I were in Niles' shoes, I'd definitely be heading into B occasionally with a whip
or an ax.

-~lock
1rii

·"al

focused on evei1y detail, from wit- ing the witnesses' testimonies.
LUMr 'had been preparing for
nesses' accounts to lawyers' questhe
case since the beginning of fall
pa.a_
tions, and they raised objections
~whenever possible in order to gain term. In contrast to high school contests where there are many cases,
two opposing teams of six people advantages.
in a "trial." One team p\ays the role
Acting skills proved to be an there is only one universal case for
of the plaintiff while the other plays important factor in the mock trial. .all of the trials at the college level.
the role of the defendant Eaoh team . Some witnesses testified as if they This allows a more in-depth compeis composed of three "lawyers" and were reading straight from a book, tition between schools.
This is the fourth year for LUMT,
three "witnesses·:
while some others seemed to have
As in a real trial, there are the potential to make it to drama and the members have high e>..'Pecprocedures of openings, witness school. Sophomore Caitlin Fish sur- tations for the upcoming regional
calls, cross-examinations and clos- prised the -lawyers from UW-Green tournaments. They made it to the
ings. The winning team' is .declared Bay \.\'ith her great role-playing, national contest three years ago,
based on the points that each com- making them struggle during cross- and it seems possible that they
could repeat that year's feat. This is
petitor is awarded by the judges. In e.xamip.ation.
the scrimmage, however, no points·
Overall, the comp.etition was the first year for the UW-Green Bay
were taken.
quite balanced, with some strong group. Thus, the scrimmage proved·
Since mock trial is a contest witnesses and lawyers from both to be valuable for both groups as
of lo~ca:l and rhetorical skills, the sides. However, the lawyers from they prepare to compete in the real
pressure was intense. Soth teams both teams had some trouble lead- contests.
t
_ r.
:_. .
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Aram Monisoff

Nicole Capozziello
Fe:itun~.s Edito r

In 1968, againsl a backdrop of
ever·changing race polilics, a lone
African·Arnerican man support s 1he
wmt e cause in a New York Oty
teachers' slri.ke. It was this figure
who firs! piqued Jerald Podair' s
inl eresl years ago wmle researching
the Ocean Hill·Brownsville teachers'
s1rike. the single most racially divisive even! in the city's modern hislory. After four years of dedicated
research and wril ing, Pod air, associate professor of history and Robert
S. French professor of American
studies, released a biography called
"Bayard Rustin: American Dreamer"
this past January.
A pacifist, civil right s leader,
socialist, imprisoned draft resister
and homosexu al, Ruslin was a man
who sparked controversy by his
very existence. As a gay AfricanArnerican, Rustin was a pers on
who Podair said was • always in the
background." An activist from the
'40s until his death in lhe 'S0s,
Rustin helped found the civil right s
groups Congress of Racial Equality
and Somhern Christian Leadership
Conference and was the executive
direc1 or of the War Resisters League,
the nation's leading pacifist group.
Rus1in was an advisor to M/111in
Luther King Jr., training him in the
an of nonviolent protest. In 1956,
Ruslin coached King in lhe philosophy and tactics of nonviolent direct
action during the Montgomery Bus
Boycott .
Rustin later went on to organize the 1963 March on Washington.
Brillian! and det ail-oriented, Rustin
planned everything down to the
actual mechanics of the event. "He
knew how many pon·a-potties you'd

Fainily Day, or Keeping up with the Canadian Joneses
C/(l!J

,f

'01

Next week, Monday, Feb. 16,
some Canadians may celebrate a holiday. Don't feel convinced? Neither
do L But, a couple years back, the
legisla ture of Ont ario decided that
residenrs of tha1 province ought to
expand from eigb1 statutory holi·
days per year to nine, and Oct. 27,
2007, Family Day was born.
I first encountered Family Day
marked 011 a calend ar in my residen.ce. "Family Day!" r exclaimed
to _my friend Stephanie, a life.long
res1den1 of On Iario. "What is Family
Day?" l asked, exct1ed to discover yet
another uniquely Canadian function.
. She sighed hea vily. "family Day
IS the dumbest thing ever."
. Celebra1ed on the third Monday
m February, lhe holiday's main Pill·
pose is to give employees a break in
the long st retch between Ne w Year's
Day and Good Friday; also, according
10 the Ministry of Labour, because
Ontarians "deserve more time to
spend wilh lhe people they love."
For !hose of you keeping score
at home, Family Day has been celebrated only once, Feb. 16, 2008.
Perbaps owing to tbe newness of the
h_oliday, or perhaps 10 ils confusing
auns of love and togetherness. the
ftrsl _Famil'. _Day was recognized only
sparwgly. 1hls lack of pan icipalion
was perhaps clue to the holiday's
lack of recognj1io11 at lhe federal
level; while schools bad tbe day
off, federal workers. such as postal
employees, clid not.

CLm of '08

of two hours of yoga, followed b
voice work where we talk ab Y
"feelings," which is usually fono:
by sobbing. This is then followed b
Meisner or method acting where W:
oft en scream at each other. After
class there have been num.erlllil
trips to Kelly's Bar in order 10 mend
friendships.
rm pursuing a degree that uauall~ causes people to scoff. Also, this
1sn t the same as medical school,
which I have shamed my m<Xher
by not attending; I won't be making six figures when I leave DePaul.
However, it's tctally wonh If.
When you move on from
L~ence try to move somewhere
with some alumni that you are close
to; it definitely helps make the transition easier. I want to give a shootout to Asher Perlman, who requested
one, for being an awesome Chicago

Personally, aft er the Lawrence
bubble burst ii was quickly replaced
by a much larger bubble, grad school
After Lawrence ended I applied to as
many programs as I could for master
of fine ans degrees in acting and
I'm currently getting my master's at
DePaul in Chicago.
Moving to Chicago reminded me
that no matter how small my studio
apartment may seem, it is in fact not
a dorm room. And although I am in
Ph otos by T:112 Akin son
Pcxlair, associate profeisoc of history and Robert S. French professa- of American studies,
grad school it is not really "school "
relea&?d a biography called · Bayard Rustin: American Dreamer' this past January.
You quickly learn that there is no
need for a crowd of that size. He was instrumental in his research. food service building waiting for you
knew not to put mayonnaise on the "Corinne probably saved me two to drag yourself in on those cold
sandwiches," said Podair.
years of work."
days, nor are there house kitchens
Wmle writing a biography was a
Podairhaslongbeeninterestedin filled with tofu casseroles that you
new experience for Podair, he found urban history and race. He releas ed a can heat up at 3 a m. I learned
that he really liked the form. ·r book called "The Strike That Changed two things very quickly: I needed to
felt like I was literally having con- New York: Blacks. Whites, and the learn how to cook
versations with him." said Podair, Ocean Hill-Brownsville Crisis" in immediately and
who began his research in 2004. He 2002. He also wrote a paper titled school is hardstress ed the importance of having · ·scab' or 'Racist '?: Public School core when there
critical symp athy for whomever one Teachers and the Dilemmas of are only nine peostudies closely. "I had to understand Liberalism in New York City During ple in the entire
him in his lime and place - for what the 1960s," discussing Rustin's role class.
he was able to accomplish,· he said. in this strike.
Chicago is a
Of course, studying such a recent
Attracted to the idea of "telling great city for stufigure has its advantages. Podair larger stories through smaller ones," dents right aft er
was able to interview important Podair finds it fascinating that one school. Not only
people who knew Rust in person- can study the history of American is ii cheaper than
ally, including his part ner of over radical activism, socialism, gay a lot of cities in
a decade. Thanks to the generous rights, and the labor movement. all America, but it 's
help of Corinne Wocelk.a, director through the life of Bayard Rustin.
also got a great
of technical services in the Seeley G.
"Bayard Rustin was the essence theat er
scene.
Mudd Library, Podair was also able of a humanitarian," said Podair. I' ve learned to
Photo courtesy of Anm Mcnitalf
to get copies of Rustin's papers from "When I say 'humanitarian,' I mean find thos e weirdo
the Library of Congress. Now the somebody who tries to help people avant -garde shows in every comer of friend.
property of Lawrence, the microfilm other than his own group. He tried Chicago as well as cheap $5 improv
Currently, rm in a short play
reels are comprised of 15-20,000 to help people in trouble, whoever shows. Word o.f advice: If you ever about World War II written and
pages of Rustin's personal papers. they were."
come to Chicago on a Wednesday directed by a classmate. DePaol 11
Podair stat ed 1hat this acquisition
night go see T.J. and Dave at 10. I very keen on actors-as·entreprewish I would get paid to say that.
neurs, so we frequently write and
Switching to DePaul University direct our own material. Next tmn
has also been a major shift for me fl! be directing a reading of a two-act
because it is so radically different play that I've written using fellari
from Lawrence. It has over 25,000 classmates.
Moving to a city and liviDg by
Like all holidays in Canada, Day does little to create any identity students and is the largest Catholic
Family Day is provincial. Ontario, of its own, not only occupying the University in America Not that I feel yourself is the greatest thing anycme
howe ver, is not the first to cel- same date as Louis Riel Day, but also that at the theater school but it defi- can do to "grow up.' You qu1cily
ebrat e either a holiday devoted to the United States ' Presidents' Day. nitely is a change of pace. One thing learn to balance paying bills, ddDi
families or a holiday on the third Secondly, what legitimate govern- I've noticed that Lawrence has pro- homework, working, and grocery
Monday of February. Alberta first ment holiday doesn't give postal vided me is an insane body of general shopping, all the while depl!lldlllg
"liberal arts" knowledge. Compared on mass transit; which ln Chicago,
celebrated Family Day in 1990, while workers the day off?
Saskat chewan celebrated its first
Third, I don't trust any holi- to a lot ~f schools, Lawrence really in winter, can be pretty bad Itldol
Family Day in 2007.
day without some "historical basis • is ahead in that respect, which can the best thing to do after graluaManitoba observes Feb. 18 as ~egardless of how completeiy only help if you're looking at becom· tion is to move to any city andjUII
Louis Riel Day, in recognition of llllplausible that history might be. ing an actor.
scrape by. You'll meet m!Xe people
the 19th-century hero-turned·traitor Canadians have a lot of trouble
Grad school in theater is quite than you would going home and JlYgenerally regarded to be the "Father with this, however, even refusing a change from my theater days at ing in your old room and yon'll also
of Manitoba." Though Riel spent to fabricate a fable about harvest Lawrence. A typical day consists discover what drives you.
much of his influential time exiled and goodwill for their version of
to the United States. his return to Thanksgiving. Lastly, hot chocolate
Canada was met with arrest, trial, and ice-skating doth not a holiday
and Riel's execution, after which he make - a lack of mail delivery does.
was revered and celebrated. Louis All in all. Family Day sounds more
Chris McGeorge
Riel Day was first celebrated in like a planned snow day than a govcookie sheet lined
Chef
2008.
ernment holiday.
ment paper. You ct!
As for the traditions associat Our answer may lie back at
Baked Meringues with Bernes it all in one piece 0#
ed with Family Day, information is the Ministry of Labour Web site.
smaller ·individual
sparse. most likely due to the fact A question in the FAQ regarding
This makes for a nice, fresh,
"nests."
that it 's only been half-celebrated the number of public holidays in
simple and light dessert Give
4. Bake at 250 d
once. I turn to not ·terribly-cred· Ontario is answered, "The additional
it a try.
ible-looking Web site http://www. holiday gives Ontario employees a
hour.
t1II1eandda1e.com/. which informs
Ingredients:
total of nine statutory holidays per
me that many "people have a day
year, the same as in Alberta and
1 C sugar
off work and schools are generally
British Columbia and one less than
1 C egg whites (about 4 large
d osed on family Day. Many busi· in Saskatchewan.·
egg whites)
nesses and organizations are closed
Family Day is less a holiday for
bm post offices may be open. Publi~
1/ 2 teaspoon vanilla
families and more a holiday for a
transpon services may run to 1heir holiday's sake, it seems. So, for those
Mixed berries and whipped
usual or reduced timetables."
cream to top
Ontarians lucky enough 10 have ne"1
Additionally, the Web sit e adds Monday off, they'll be getting out
"As the wea1her is usually very
therr hockey sticks and oven mitts
Directions
cold in February, hot chocolat e and
reading their mail, and knowing th~
1. Beat egg whites and sugar
fres hly baked cookies are popular
satisfaction tha1 only comes with
snacks."
until soft peaks form.
keeping up with the other prominent
2. Add vanilla and beat until
At this point , lei us stand back
Canadian
and evaluate the credibility of this families. provinces. Oh, and their
stiff peaks form
so-called "Family Day." First , Family
3. Spread 3/4" thick onto a

TWs Week in Canada:
Sue Sp ang

Aram Monisoff
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it a canmodity. Reading becomes
'knowledge work.' It also allegedly
changes the circuitry of oor minds·
Melody Moberg
the Internet "reprograms us.'
' Naveed Islam
511W ....
life.'
Blitstein was able to spend some
Obviously, Carr views this S-lll'dar
While there, Professor Blitstein time in Moscow. Said Blitstein ' It
change
as
negative.
Many
respooses
The Main Hall Focum Wednesday,
foond his interest shifting from was really interesting to see and live
Associate Professcr of Histcry political science to histcry. In 1989 in a society tha was in such turmoil
Peb. 4 e,cplored Nicholas Carr's arti- to his article echo a- elabcrae upon
de 'Is Google Meting Us Stupid?' this sentiment. However, as Fricke Peter Blitstein has been interested Blitstein went to the Soviet Union a~ and tra,sition. People were not used
Discussions generated by Carr's explained, some responses support- in Russia c11d Easte-n Europe since c11 exchange student for the sum- to freedom. It was a society that
he was kid 'During the Cold War/ mer, an experience tha he called was sort of breaking down and in
article were brought to Lawrence by ed online reading.
three pc11elists, Reference Libraric11 . Carl Zimmer wrote 'How Google he recalled, 'it seemed like an area 'really transformative.' Blitstein transfcrmation. It was an exciting
Gretdien Revie, Reference and Web 1s M~mgUs Smarter• in theJanuary of the wcrld that adults didn't know said, "I'm really happy to this day and also a sort of thrilling and scary
Sf!'vices Libraric11 Julie Fricke c11d ed1t1on of ...Discover•••. The arti- much ciJout. It was kind of closed that I got to see the Soviet Union place to live in every day.'
Director of the Center fcr Teaching cle's subtitle, 'Humc11s are nauraJ. off from America's understanding.'
Many of the courses he teaches
born cyborgs, and the Internet is our His ongoing fascinction with life
and Leaming Julie Haurykiewicz.
today are focused primarily in the
giant
extended
mind,•
sums
up
his
behind
the
Iron
curtain
Jed
him
to
C.rr's article, which ran in the
'30s, '40s and 'SOs under Stalin a
learn Russia, in college and focus
July/August 2008 edition of The position nicely.
t ime period which he describes' as
Another key response to C.rr his attention on the Soviet Union.
Atlantic, elicited numerous respons"kind of like an alternate universe.'
es, ooth in reputciJle periodicals, is Clay Shirky's ' Why Abundance ' My interest was always in this sociHe aims to demonstrate to his
sudi as Discover Magazine, and is Good: which appe.red on the ety that was a very different kind of
students that not everyone was livBritannica
Forum.
His
title
is
also
place
in
terms
of
its
economy
and
thrrughout the blogosphere. The
ing in fear an d terror all th e time. •1
panelists outlined Carr's argument, self-explanat ory. Additionally, he politics. I concluded that I wanted to
really enjoy showing students how
exploredmajcr responses to his arti- argues that ' Luddism is bad for soci- help people understand it better."
different the Soviet Union was than
Blitstein gr ew up in New York
cle and finally opened the discussion ety becaise it misdirects people's
what th ey experienced - wherever
energy an d wastes their time."
City, living with his family in an
to the audience.
they are from - and at the same
Overall,
most
responders
found
apartment
in Manhattan instead of
As the panelists situated themtime how it's not quite what you
might expect."
selves on stools in front of Main Hall Carr's title misleading. The pa,eJ- a picket-fen ced house in the idyll ic
20l's whiteboa-ds, stack s of paper ists explained that he uses "Google' suburbs. Here he met and interacted
Professor Blitstein calls teaching
•Jiving the life of the mind. Obscure
in hc11d, Revie grinned, not ing that as a synonym for "Internet.' •us• with peop le from different cultures.
•Wh en I was growing up,' he
historical facts surround my mind
the presentaioo was •t echnology suggests that Carr wrote for a symPhoto by N ,vu d hlun
all the time. I'm thinking about ways
lree by choice." Technology is not pathetic, lit erate audience. Finally, recalled, •1had friends from all kinds
a necessity, she said but rath er • a "stupid• mea,s a lack of focus, and of backgr ounds and races - people before it changed' following its col- of explaining them and talk mg about
an inability to pay at tent ion.
from differ ent parts of the world. I lapse in 1991.
them.'
tooll"
learned
later
that
it
was
very
differAs
the
presentation
broadened
He
went
on
to
the
University
of
Hi s eight years teach mg at
Hil.ll'ykiewicz began with a summ.ry of Carr's article. Basically, he into an open discussion with the ent from what most people experi- California-Berkley to earn his doctor- Lawrence have been enriched by
en ced."
at e in history with a master' s degree students who are both eager to learn
argues tha our ability to read and audience, the panelists emphasized
the
importance
of
metacognition,
After graduating from high in political science.
and gr ateful for the experience.
think deEIJIY is impaired by Internet
self-refl ection, monotasking and school, he enrolled at Johns Hopk ins
•1 recommend that everyone live 'When I came here, I didn't really
use.
training ourselves to stay focused.
Univers ity, wher e he majored in in Northern california fer a time. It's know what to expect. My own experiOnline, we superficially skim
Assistant Professor of History politi cal science and minored in hke the closest thing to heaven on ence of college was a huge percentthrough multiple texts. This habit
Monica Rico noted that Carr's argu- Russian. "The basic culture: he said Earth. And Berkley is this huge uni- age of smart-ass smart kids who
bleeds into the way we interact with
ment refl ect s the anxiety emerging about his t ime as an undergrad, 'was versity with so many peop le and so came fr om the Northeast and were
information in other aspect s of
during most surges of mass lit- that if you saddled yours elf with much int er esting work and research trying to game the system. People
our lives - flitting from Wikipedia
eracy. In the past, this lecture could more work, you were kind of like a being done and classes being taught, talk about the liberal arts setting and
hyperlink to Facebod:: to webmail
have
been •Are Novels Making Us jock. Although we had athletes, the of every variety yoo can imagine. I how students are here to have their
impairs oor forus within a Trollope
Stupid?'
culture was set by the huge number was in grad school for nine a,d a horizons opened and it is to some
noveL
Carr'
s
question
is
appropriate.
of
students who were pre-meds, so half years because I couldn't bear extent - more than I would have
Carr wrote, ' My mind now
to leave.'
expected - real ly tr ue here.•
expects to take in infcrmation the Personally, I found myself incredibly a Jot of it was like this masochisIn those nine and a half years,
distracted
while
reading
his
art
icle.
tic
'how-hard-can-you-wcrk'
way
of
way the Net distributes it: in a swift.
Jy moving stream of particles. Once It was peppered with hyperlinks,
they diverged as a separate species mentalists.
I was a sruba diver in the sea of which, as he explains, "don't merely
about 400,000 years ago. Recall
However, what could such funwords. Now I zip aloog the surface point to relat ed works; th ey propel
you toward them."
that we share aboot 98 percent of damentalists, many of whom ar e
111::e a guy on a Jet Ski."
Revie acknowledges that ' ls
Nicholas Albertini
our genetic code with chimpanzees. creationists - and therefore do not
Because of the Internet more
fo, 1ht r..,,,,,,,,..,,
Google
Mak ing Us Stupid?" does not
Chimpanzees have one mcre chro- believe in Neanderthals - have to
peep le .re reading than ever before.
have an easy an swer . ' Not absolutely
mosome pair than humans, due to say about cloning a Neanderthal?
However, online readers are usuyes,• she said, but "not absolutely
Is
your
roommate
a a human fusion of chromosomes 2a Such would be a strange paradox
ally 'mere decoders of information •
no," either. She does think that pr oNeanderthal? Now you can find and 2b into chromosome 2 during for th em. Then there are the animal
rathe- than 'textual interpreters." '
fessors need to emphas ize metarights concerns. If we are to classify
oot for sure. Scientists led by evolution.
Ca-r underscores the economcogniti on to counteract the worst
Also, humans have accumulat ed such a cloned Neandert hal as an
Professor Svante Paabo, director
ic agenda behind Internet search
effect s of online reading.
of the genetics department at the copies, delet ions and inversions an imal, rather than a human, what
engines such as Google: They gear
Deep reading and reflection are
Max Plank Institute for Evolutionary of certain genes that chimpanzees would be ethical in terms of its
their site toward skimming infcrmaliberal
arts
ideals,
and
Haurykiewicz
Anthrop.ology
in Leipzig, Germany, have not acqimulated. It takes little treatment? We certainly would not
t1on c11d jumping from site to site
is positive about what she sees at
rep ort that they have just finished genetic variance to produce rela- treat it as poor ly as we have treated
in c11 effort to expose us to mor~
Lawrence. In the CTL, she witnesses
fully sequencingthenuclea- genome t ively great phenotypic difference so many research chimpanzees.
adve-tisements.
"students embracing know ledge for
or speciation. We will know much I'd imagine that it would look too
of a Neanderthal ..
He argues that th is change
its
own
sake,'
whid1
is
sur
ely
a
"sign
more
about the differences between human for that to be poss ible.
The
mitochondrial
genome
had
from deep reading to online readof hope.'
Beyond the ethical issues, there
already been sequenced. The genet- humans and Neanderthals in short
mg mechanizes knowledge, making
would be greci benefit in being abl e
ic material was extracted from a order.
With full knowledge of th is to observe the cogn itive and behavbone found in Croatia Due to the
age of the sample, the segments of genome, it may eventually become ioral differences between humans
DNA it contained were very short, possibl e to clone a Neanderthal for and Neanderthals m conjunct ion
Maggie Waz
of
experience,
having
held
the
post
but
new techniques have allowed study. ·Of course, many consider with being able to pinpoint the
fa.r1irr.........,
of justice on the Wiscons in Supreme
for it s sequencing. The data are it unethical to clone humans, but genetic divergences which caused
Court since 1976 and chief justice
rurrent ly being a, alyzed by the again, Neanderthals were a separate them. Let's face it; the DNA is only
Saturday, Feb. 7, one of the warm- since 1996. The post of chief justice
team, and a preliminary summary species for about 370,000 years half of the st ory. What we are really
est days of this term, a small group is determin ed by seniority, meaning
was given Thursday, Feb. 12 at the before they became extinct. There is inter ested m her e ar e the neurogathe-ed in the coffeehouse to meet that one cannot actually run for the
annual meet ing of the Amer ican no enforced federal or international logical and behavioral differences in
Shirley Abrahamson, Wisconsin' s cur- offi ce. Her term expJres at the end of
Association for the Advancement of law against clooing humans, though relation to the genes. Ther e is only
the federal government will not cur- one way to observe those things,
rent chief justice. The event, hosted July. To cont inue in th e chief justice
Science in Chicago.
by ~ence University Community role, she will have to win re-election
Neanderthals appear to have rent ly fund such research, and any and now it has now become theoCouncil, was very informal, complete this Apr il.
been more than 99- percent geneti- institut ion th at dared to try would retically possible.
with a selection of beverages, fruit
Abrahamson explained the fun ccally identical to humans, though likely live in fear of violent fun daand brownies. Al::rahamson gr eeted tion of a judge, some of her more
Most of the people in th is pro- low turn out for Wi sconsin's mid· enforcement officials, district attore.-:h attendee individually upon her impressive accomplishments an d
entrc11ce.
current changes in Wis consin's judi- gram have committed a· imes that April elections, in which only 20 neys, and former governors.
Abrahamsoo received an hoo- ciary system. Wh en asked by a fellow involve drugs, alcohol or domes- per cent of all voters participate.
Her opponent is Randy Kosch nick,
orary doctor of law degree from judge about new in itiatives in the tic abuse. When th at behavior does
During this campaign, she hopes a Jefferson County Judge. Near the
Lawrence University in 1998. At. the court syst em, Abr ahamson outlined not recur, those people being moni- to attract more voters and remind end of the gathering, a sheet was
sathering she reminisced about quite a few of the more act ive pro- tored receive small but significant people how import ant it is to vote passed around for attendees to sign
th~ commencement ceremony at grams in which judges around the rewards. Th is saves taxpayer money in these spring elections. Her plan up as volunt eers for the App leton
wtucn she _was honaed, describing state a-e current ly involved.
because courts do not try what are includes a new kind of campaign branch of the campaign. Like every
it as beautiful and j~ing aboot the
One initiative includes closely practically the same cases over a,d that relies heavily on smaller opera- campaign , this one is hoping to
tedia.is nature of such events.
following people who have been over again.
tions in many count ies around the gather volunt eers to spread the wor d
These types of programs, among state.
and raise money. More information
h In addition to this degree she released from prison or have previas re_ceived hooorary ones fr~ 13 ously ~peared in court in order to others such as aid for wa: vet er c11s,
Alxahamson's campaign is run- can be found at http://www.abr ah aother mstitutions. She has QJite a bit decrease the amount of recidivism, are ones implemented in part by ning smoot hly so fa- . She has been rnson2009.com/
or relapse into crime.
Abraha-nson. She also discussed the gcthering endcrsements from law
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ingly of whom I can make~
don't want security to take~
away while fmthere. Iwantto
all of my possible dating p
and see them all in the same
people, and played the fundamen- at a detox center and eat and, out of
J.B. Sivanich
and feel comfortable with
Opini.om & Ecitoz:ials Edita,
tal role in a worldwide economic guilt, returned the $100 dollar bill
before being thrust into r
depression. There are also many the next day, was charged with first
~ituations with them, instead of
positives when it comes to America degree robbery and sentenced to 15
Part mof m
mg to go on terrifying blind da
Last week, a friend of mine told as well, but au honest look needs to years in prison. But former President
or rreet prospective boyfriendi
me that he didn't think that inves- be taken, especiall y in regard to the Bush, Vice President Cheney and
chotchy singles bars, but I don't
tigations and/ or prosecutions for last eight years.
former Legal Counsel John Yoo are
that the entirety of the Lawre
Bush officials who were responsible
The main point still remains happily sitting in comfy retirements,
campus feels free to judge,
for torture were a good idea because that laws were broken to disastrous working on fat book deals and sitand corrment on my every step
it would divide the country and effects and that the perpetrators ting on the faculty of UC-Berkeley's
misstep, and I resent the fact that
prevent us from moving forward . need to be brought to justice; as I law school, respectively.
opinions of 1,399 people are
He cited Gerald Ford's pardon of said in my last column, any historiIt is easy for Americans to
ered in every relationship d
Richard Nixon as an example of cal education would be a welcome becon~ tmrally outraged when pubhave or haven't made recently
This
column
isn't
about
love.
national unity superseding law.
byproduct of invest igations whose lic officials like Eliot Spitzer and
I don't want to eat at •
But the cases are quite different primary purpose would be to uphold Rod Blagojevich blatantly misuse It's about a lack of love. I am resent- hut I really don't want to
ful.
I
tried
to
write
a
column
about
by nature. Watergate was an inter- the law.
power to little consequence for other
own dinner, either, and I like h
If law is not binding it loses its people, but somehow less morally Valentine's Day, which is a holiday Hilda greet me at the etan of
nally American issue, the victims
I
actually
like,
because
my
mom
were few, and a law was broken - I meaning and its power, which come outraged when the U.S. government
think the pardon was wrong, but I directly from its impartial applica- admits that 12 prisoners were tor- always sends me sweet presents, like meal. I am also resentful that
upon enteringDowner,fmb
think the presidential pardon should tion. It becomes something that is tured to death - a number human clot hes, that are generally red, which
ed
with solicitors asking me !
is my favorit e color, and because
be abolish ed.
used to deal out justice when it is rights activists put closer to 100.
things. Little do they knowt
everyone
else
is
in
such
a
bad
mood,
Abu Ghraib , Guantanamo and convenient and to be withheld when
The image of George Bush in an
the Cll.\'s Extraordinary Rendition inconvenient; it is an instrurrent to orange jumpsuit is sorrething many I generally look like a sorrewhat point of going to Downer lat
program were not internal manners. be used on the basis ofthewhimi of Americans, myself included, may cheerful person. Despite my unchar- requires you to spend absolut
They put our and our allies' troops at men. If the rule of law is not upheld, find hard to swallow. Whatever one acteristic love for Valentine's Day, I money on anything, especially
risk, not to mention their sovereign our government only differs from thinks of Bush - I obviously don't found the topic incredibly challeng- you don't really want. I did
territories. They also did away with 1mnarchies and dictatorships, in the like him - underst and that he, sim ing. Here is the thing: winter is a bad to the senior class, becauae I
corkscrew, but I am not aboutt
a long legal and historical precedent. realm of legal matters, by degree.
ply due to the fact that he was my time for love, especially at Lawrence. sorre cookies when I can, for
But the biggest point is that, of th e
My knowledge of the Constitution president, is connected with many I know no one is about to fall in love
people who were tortured, some is not terribly in-depth, but I don't nationalistic sentiments. He must be with me or any of the other parka- a Downer swipe, enjoy
were innocent, some were guilty and remenner ever studying about some investigated and prosecuted, as the wearing zombies I run into acciden- free. After living in this climat
some were tortured to death.
"political expediency'' clause, that concept of blind justice, ingrained tally when I have to leave my room to these standards of appear
The same argument follows that people seem to employ when argu- in the United States Suprerre Court go to the VR. I have spent three and a the past three years, I have b
overlooking the abuses is needed to ing against investigations and pros- motto "Eq ual Justice Under Law", half years in this Arctic climate, and fail to see the need to ever
move forward.
ecutions. Of course, there are many must follow suit. As both President th is is the winter of my discontent. I I resent the girls who wear
I would argue the exact opposite. other hypocrisies related to the cur- Obama and Attorney General Eric am recently beginning to come to the makeup to Downer in the
I'm lucky if I can find a swe
The only way of moving forward is rent status.
Holder have said in past weeks, "No realization that I'd had virtually no
by taking a clear hard look backSalon blogger and writ er Glenn one is ab ove the law."
good relationships, and that the one and get my teeth brushed In
for eggs-to-order. I am not a
ward. It 's quite apparent that many Greenwald draws a great parallel
It will be hard for Obama to do that would have to be considered
Americans have au inflated view of demonstrating how Bush and compa- these prosecutions due to the reluc- my best ended after three months in brush my hair, because there
our nation - or at least our govern- ny's free pass fits into the American tance among Americans to confront the middle of my senior year in high people sitting next to me in
ment - as "benevolent" and still the justice system, which he calls «twothe reality of what happened in school with a shouting match during pajama pants. I resent be
same "city upon a hill."
that I look disheveled when.
tiered. " Last month, a homeless man our name. It would also be pretty yearbook class.
'A,'!JiJe, in reality, we broke inter- who stole a single $100 bill, giving
simply
dressing the way I haw'
My
mother,
Valentine
presnational law, invaded a relatively the rest of the money back to the certainly a politically unprofitable ent-giving ability notwithstanding, conditioned to dress for three
move.
But
no
one
ever
said
doing
the
blameless country, tortured many bank teller, who only'wanted to stay
recently told me I should become I am resentful because most ort
hard thing is easy.
comfortable with the idea of being people are underclassmen, who
alone. I have no idea why this paper not learned that looking nice ill
hired me to give love advice - I part of the Lawrence diffe
mean seriously no idea - I think the underclassmen who havt
Ryan Day
it
is supposed to be a sick joke make all the mistakes I have,
If you remermer, when unwanted we watched for months campaignStaff Write t
still attractive friend and gir
cases su ch as this came up against ing, making promises of change? or an example of cronyism in the candidates. I resent the fa<.t t
most
offensive
degree,
because
my
the Bush ad minist ration, they had a
I don't mean to be a downer. clever little tactic that would make The same Obama who promised to brother is kind of my boss. My will probably not even make h
I want to actively praise President the case disappear. That tactic was clean up Wash ington? Unfortunately, usual source material bas taken a mistakes I have.
I am resentful of people
Ob ama as the great bringer of change to have their lawyers claim that the I believe he is, and fm beginning to turn for the utt erly ridiculous and
in the Un ited States, as so many do. evidence used in the suit were "state wonder if we've been duped.
become entirely too self-deprecating. have things that work. My 1
Senate Democrats, including So instead, I'm going to take a week broken. I can't listen to.half the
I've_said it before, and fl! say it secrets," and it would endanger
agarn: I bought into the Obama cam- national security to even mention Obama, decried the use of the state off and write about something I'm I want to, and I can't downl
secrets strategy. At one point, a bill good at: being resentful.
new ones to make up for the
paign rh etoric of change and hope.
cosponsored by Joe Biden was even
But now, only weeks into the Obama
I am resentful of all of my friends half my songs. My iPhoto is b
presidency, fm frustrated.
I'm beginning wonder put into the Senate to severely limit who have transferred, graduated or for sorre reason too, possibly
the use of the tactic.
. Let's_talk torture again. Monday,
otherwise hightailed it out of here. sympathy for my ITunes.
if we've been duped.
Now the Obama administration This waiting time, in between the I tried to upload some photos
five v1ct1ms of the Bush adminisis using the tactic themselves. You security of being protected by the the last time I had fun, w ·
tration 's extraordinary rendition
program (a program that ships sus- the evidence in a co urt of law. Bush all know my opinion on the torture safety of a small liberal arts institu- about 8 years ago, and nv
pected terrorists out of the Unit ed i~voked the state secrets strategy 23 issue: It needs to be investigated tion with 1,400 of my closest friends just shut it self off, which is
Sta_tes and sometimes int o, some times post 9/ 11, and it was frighten- and taken to court, and those Bush and enemies, while also being treat- much an accurate nEtaphor fl
~dministration officials that allowed ed with all the privileges of a normal rest of my life. My sung
claim, countries that allow for tor- ingly successful across the board.
ture) brought a case to th e United
it
to happen should be rightfully adult, including being able to drink broken, so I have to squint
This past Monday, lawyers for
States Court of Appeals for the Ninth
purushed. Just a few days ago, the legally pretty much whenever I want walking to Downer in my not•
the Obama administration used this
Circuit. The suit was for what The same despicable argument. Tll say it Obama administration proved what is confusing. I want to be able tog~ and I can't hide my hangover
New York Times called "serious alle- again: rm frustrated.
many people had suspected earlier. to sweet parties every weekend with easily as I used to be able
gations of torture."
They
proved that the torture issue all of my friends, where there are
Is this the sarre Obama that
would not be dealt with properly.
plenty of people acting errbarrass-

It's time to prosecute Bush

Happy
Valentine's Day?

Barack Obama fails torture test

to

See Valentine's Day on

Photo poll by Stephen Anunson

"If you could
have anything in the
shape of a
heart, what
would it be?"

"A pitless mango."
- IvfarVanna Avery-Cash

"All of my teeth."

- Mac Watson
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STAFF EDITORIAL
Careful cost cutting

Dieter Hunyerager

The wellness committee has been
a source of mild pleasure for me
throughout my Lawrence career. Like
an old, forgetful friend, I know l can
always count on the informational
newsletters posted by the committee
of wellness to repeat the same facts
they've been posting since freshman
year. I can't imagine any Lawrentian
who hasn't been aware since eighth
grade that drunk people are more
likely to have unprotected sex but
shouldn't, and that keeping warm
and regular hand-washing is an optimal way to prevent catching a cold.
That is precisely what fascinates
me about the wellness committee.
Oearly, there is a group of students
dedicated enough to writing these
newsletters every month, and no t
only that, but printing and taping
them on the insides of bathroom
stalls across campus. ls there a fe eling of reward associated with wTiting
300 words about how regular soap
is safer than antibacterial soap or
·trying to present, as new, the fact
that marijuana can impair shortterm memory?
My reflection on the matter of
possibly superfluous campus organizations was prompted by the
onslaught of printed and handwritten February calendars outlining a
random act of kindness one can perform each day. Some of the suggestions, such as taping an inspirational

or motivational quote to the inside
of a bathroom stall and calling one's
single friends on Valentine's. Day to
condescendingly cheer them up, may
have more of a depressing effect
than intended, but one can't deny
the positivity of such a campaign.
However, there are two calendar
entries that completely baffle me.
On both the printed and most of the
handwritten calendars are entries
directing the kindness-actor to Web
site links containing random strings
of letters and numbers. Both links
are perfectly usable, but I can't imagine anybody taking the time to write
down the pertinent information. I'm
sure this fact must have occurred to
some of the students involved in the
program. Why didn't they say anything? Does anyone ac tually do what
the calendar tells them to do, and if
so, would it really be accurate to call
them random acts of kindness rather
than mandated ac ts of superficial
friendliness?
Perhaps my fa vorite Sisyphusian
student organization is BACCHUS
(Boosting Alcohol Consciousness
Concerning the Health of Universi ty
Students), which may or may not still
exis t. Their goal was/ is to educate
the student populace about alcohol
abuse and prevent binge drinking.
The fruitlessness of their attempts
to undermine student drinking was
exemplified by a survey they conducted a few years ago, which set
out to prove that not nearly as many
Lawrentians drink as is perceived.

Part 2 of 3: The meaning of food
Columnist.

Lost and forgotten student organizations
Staff \'(/titer

Eating for enjoyment
Jess Vogt

Because of the current global economic crisis, small liberal arts colleges like Lawrence find
themselves in difficult straights. According to the Minneapolis Star-Tribune (http://www.startribune.
com/), applications for the Minnesota Private College Council are down five percent, a trend that is
sure to affect schools outside of Minnesota as well, Hke Lawrence.
It is understandable that cost-cutting measures are required for not only the sake ef the college's
ability to function as normal, but also to ensure that students' educations continue .to be of the same
high quality that has been aspired to in the past.
Though keeping costs down is necessary in economic times like this, it is also imperative that,
as a college, we do not allow our means of attaining a more cost-efficient campus to contradict our
desired end. If we want to provide an education of consistent quality for all of our .students, current
and future, we should make sure that the college's steps toward fiscal respon~ibility do not renege
on its responsibilities to its students.
Though cutting the hours of a poorly attended coffeehouse may seem like an obvious decision in
tough economic times, the students who counted on the gainful employment it offered have to be
taken into account. Also, when raising fees and costs around campus, the university should keep in
mind that the students it serves are the ones paying those fees.
The university is a business, but a nonprofit one that exists simply to serve its students and
faculty and help them grow and learn. Any cost-cutting measure that is not completely imperative
should be passed through a test to see if it in any way hinders the mission of the university to illuminate lives with knowledge; if it fails, it should not be passed.

The results were inherently
biased, considering the type of
person who would agree to take
such a survey would probably be
more willing to decry booze than
the average student. Nonetheless,
of those surveyed, 88 percent of
students believed that their peers
drank. However, roughly 67 percent
of those surveyed drank at least once
a week. Twenty percent is a pretty
significant difference, but the original question pertained to how many
students believed their peers drank,
"peers" being a term that encompasses a much larger group than the
singular student being asked about
his/ her own alcohol use.
Considering that the sole existence of BACCHUS was/ is to prove
to students that alcohol use isn' t
prevalent in spite of popular perception, their campaign proved to be
the most epic exercise in futility in
the history of our proud institution.
It may or may not exist anymore, but
its legacy of being ignored by the
general populace lives on in countless organizations across campus.
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I ended last week's column hinting at "what exactly food as a concept means to our human societies in general." Food means more
than just a source of sustenance to
human societies. It holds a place in
a deeper part of our consciousness.
Or it used to.
Traditionally, meals used to be a
time when people gathered together, indulging in not only a taste of
the Earth's bounty, but also a sense
of community with one another.
Special or symbolic meals and foods
play an integral role in many religious celebrations and ceremonies,
and diffe rent types of meals often seasonally-linked - have been
a part of cultures for eons.
Food in America is undeniably
linked to Olll' culture, though it
has changed over the pas t century.
A hund red years ago, a meal used
to come from the farm your family worked on: the vegetables from
the garden, the meat from the cow
recently slaughtered, the bread from
grain grown in the fields. Families
used to come in from a long clay and
sit down to a communal meal at the
kitchen table, exchanging news of
their lives and the world.
Even 50 years ago, families gathered at the kitchen table for dinner.
Even though the food came from the
supermarket, and possibly at least
some of it from a box or can, at least
the people eating it still engaged

with each other while dining.
Today's typica l dinner table
looks drastically different fro m
these first two scenarios. The food
most likely came from a box, or
worse, a fast food bag. And the family is likely not sitting down to the
table together, but rather eating in
fragmented "shifts," as my fa mil y
and others like to call it.
Given this upbringing most
Lawrence students likely had, where
dinner was a fragme nted affair
between school, sports games and
music lessons, you'd actually be Slll'prised at how well the "family meal"
ac tually holds up at college. Looking
around at Downer, you usually see
the same groups of friends sitting at
the same tables in A, B or C room at
around the same time each night of
the week. This is the college version
of the "fam ily dinner." Somehow, in
our busy lives, we still manage to aU
sit down together and eat a meal.
Granted, mealtime is made easier
by the fact that we need not cook a
meal, but simply wal k through a line
and choose Olll' meal fro m a variety
of items. And many of us still have
to "eat and run" to rehearsal, to
homework, to meetings.
Still, dinner at Downer is less
about food and more about the company (which is good, given that the
food is ... well, Downerish). We've
managed to maintain the str ucture
of dinnertime, but the significance

See Eating o n page 12

by Will Muessig

"My diploma."

"My French take-home midterm completely finished."

- Hunter Ryan

- E!Ue Crean

"The world because then it
would be full of love."

- Rebecca Shorr

"Bacon, 'cause my arteries
would be full with grease anyway s ."
- Ma"X Merchan t
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Band profile: Moonb?:' ~~d~~:~~?!~~~~~2,~~ro,~.~!~~
Olivia H e ndricks

st.ff \l:h:it«

What is Moonbox? Good quest ion. Ewen some of the band's
founders, Lawrence students
Carolyn Armstrmg and Jake O:owe,
responded with laughter when aske::I
to describ e their band's genre.
Arm stroog finally explaine::I, 'Jazz
rock sounds r6311Y dumb. So we try
not to label it . I guess we're instrument al rock ... wcrld music? Were
influenced a lot by rock and jazz,
though so ... razz?'
With instrumentat ion including
cello, acoustic guitar, percussion,
electric guitar and fra: less bass guitar 1t is no wmder that MombO('s
s~d 1s hard to define
Moroover, a trip to the band's
Web page at http:/ jwww.myspace.

com/ moonboxrocks/ reveas Ont e
b d' love of expmmentat ion. e
an s
eatured la Iof the _songs on the ;
b P Yd
· t' •winds of dWoad, d goes
is
rk eym
Irish
jazz or rock an onlsounhs if_dedlan . a
fiddle tune y t e I e is
cello Crow~ who writes the majorit of the tracks, said he's curra1tly
/ orki 00 a soog that has a '90s
ngt
feeI to 1 .
Looking at how the band got its
start maybe it's not so surprising
that Moonbox produces ruch versatile and unique sounds. During the
time Armstrong and O:owe went to
high school tqi Ether, they visit ed
Scot land. Out of the back of a van,
they heard what Armstrmg called,
'A sound we never hmrd before. We
bcught CDs and dug it right away.'
The group was a Hungarian band
called Funes, made up of violin, gui1

P hot o b y Tua Adcins on
Jd-J: ! Crowe uid Cu::olyn Aunnrong stu:hd Moonbox fo W'. ye an ag o.

cfa~back intheUS . Arm~rongand
· ·,
O:owe were assigned to create an
ensemble with people in the class.
With Armstrmg oo cello and Crowe
takino up acrustic gw·tar despite his
""'
.
usual specialty as a saxq:ihooist,
the two decided to gEt togethEJ" and
model their band after Funes.
That was four years ago. The
manbers of the group_have changed
slightly over time, which Armstrong
and O:owe also cited as influa1cing
the band's sound. earlier, the group
had a conga player. Now, O:owe' s
youngEJ" brothEJ" Ryley plays percu&
sion, but rather than cmgas he plays
a full drum set, shifting the band's
sound into more of a rock feel.
As far as gigs, Moonbox's
un iqueness can be both a bles&
ing and a curse. They p lay everywhere, from Harmony Cafe and
Brewe::I Awakenings, to churches, to
yacht clubs and charity picnics. Said
Armst r mg, "We go wherever we're
asked to go. We're very versatile, so
at yacht clubs we p lay more backgrcund music. We' ll swit ch pecp le
out - maybe just Jake and I will
play. That's one of the cool things
about the group.•
At the same time, however,
Armstrmg adds it can be hard to
find the ideal venue to conne::t with
the audience. "We can't play in bar
areas because our percussion ist is
underage. But we're too loud for
most coffee shops. We're still trying
to firid the right scene.•
Trying nev venues is one of the
many goals Moonbox has fa- the rest
of the year. Over the next month,
more new tracks will be coming

Llve review: Los Campesinos! and Titus
Andronicus rock OW-Madison campus
Tom P ilc her

populates mode"n rock radio.
Lead singe" Patrick St ick les, who
also plays guitar, keyboard and the
Let's free associate for a minute: occasional harmonica, led the grcup
Think of whatever canes to mind into the first song, and the bottledwh61 I write "German beer hall .' up energy in the room exploded. My
Bee- stems, old wrought-iron chan- view of the st age was full of eager
deliers, a dunly lit yet inviting room, fists pumping almg with the music.
wood61 tables, and a ro..vdy group of
With their disheveled punkcustcrners?
garage rock, Titus Andronicus sa
Strangely enough, all of these the st age high for any opening band,
words accurately descnbe UW- filling the club with crowd surfing
Madism's Der RathskellEr, the venue and numercus grcup sing-alongs.
whEre Wales septet Los Campesinos! The intriguing thing about their
and New Jersey's Titus .Andronicus music is how many seaningly dispaplayed last Friday rnght to a packe::I, rate el9Tlent s it combines.
amazingly energa1c crowd.
Stickles' lyrics are sometimes
Allow me to set a few thmgs more akm to 9110 than to punk, but
straight about thetwogroup'snames, his signature howl breaks through
both of which routmely induce cm- the wan of guitars, revealing strange
fus1on: Los Campesinos!, Spanish for ly up lifting melodies; even when
"The Farrners,' formed three years the coda to "Titus .Andrm icus' hits
ago at Cardi ff University m Wales, with an aiding chant of "Your life is
and they do not play Spanish music. over!' Stickles embraces this mant ra
Secondly, Titus .Andronicus is the and somehow sounds e.:cited.
narne of Shakespeare's earhest tragAlong with thei r self-titled song,
edy, not the name of some futuristic the crowd went wild for ' Fmr and
robot as many think at first .
Lcathing in Mahwah, NJ,' a smg
Titus .Andronicus played first at that start s slowly but soon enough
9:30p.m., and by then the a·owd was erupts in a rauccus, drum-driven
already densely packed and excned m_iddle and ends with a great 'jaunty,
about the show. The group consists Insh-sounding melody" as Stickles
of five guys fran New Jersey who referred to it . After a final leap into
have clearly studied the roots of the dense crowd, which somet imes
punk and early rock but also their spilled onto the stage, Stickles and
share of philosophy and literature.
the rest of Titus An drmicus called
Theu- rough brand of rock sounds it a night.
as 1f 1t was dragged through the
It is easy to dism iss Los
mud outside an old library littered Campesinos! at first because of the
With existential literature by Albe-t exclamat ion point aftEJ" their name
Camus and Nietzsche M..ilt ip le songs which is rem iniscent of teen heart'.
reference Camus, and me Ends with throbs Panic! At The Disco, but if any
a quote from his famcus ncwel "The group ever deserve::! an exclamation
Strange-.' Though rcugh, their music point, it is Los Campesinos!
is not faux-macho like the junk that
Lead singer GarEth Campesinos!
foe 7n, L~nrr.fi.:=n

- all seven of them say this is their
last nam~ much like the Ramones
did - did not banter much baweai
songs because he was fight ing off an
asthma attack.
Asthma seemed to have no effe::t
on his pa"formance as he le::! the
rest of the Camp esinos through
anot her in cre::libly aia-getic set. The
amazing thing about both bands is
that both are very young, and this
yout hful energy characterizes their
music well. LC! are more poppy than
Titus Andronicus, filling their songs·
with synthesize·, glockenspiel, vio
lin and breathless bay-gir l vocals
that make fun of everything from
year end music lists, in 'My Year In
Lists,' to Facebook, in ' Death to Los
Campesinos!'
The highlight of their sEt was
definitely •you! Me! Dancing!' a song
where GarEth reveals that he• cruld
never dance a single step" befcre
launching into a glockenspiel-filled
cha-us that set eve"yone in motion.
Though it seems lik e only young
people would er\j oy their music, this
free concert prove::! this was not the
case One tall, older man in the back
sang along with every word, even
though at first glanc~ he looked
like he would prefEr a Te::! Nugent
concert.
In short, this free conce"t at
UW-Madison served as a perfect
int roduct ion to two very exciting
young bands. It makes me hope that
the new campus center will have
some sort <:i concert space mcre
su it ed to bigger events like this,
and that Lawrence will be able to
draw exciting, young groups like Los
Campesinos! and Titus Androoicus
in the future.

might go to a studio this summer
·h b
ecord
to do a demo wit
ettEJ" r
·
ing devices than what they have
·
· h · h
·11
been using.
O:owe is q:img e w1
have writtEn encugh material to put
.
togethEJ" a new album _by that trrne.
So when ;1ersatihty 1s . the key
to the bands success, in three
wocds, how could Moonbox pos-

we'refun,' saidAnm;trmg."Qigina}
b
th r:!
-:- e:::a~se er s nct anothe- band
like us, Crowe said. "And passicn
ate. A Jct of peq> Ie canment that we
all feel the music,' Annstrcng said
UI .
I
h
'
t1mate Y, per aps that 8 the
best_way to sum up MOCllbc«: an
OCJglilai band driven sunply by the
music.

Swing Dance takes Ch
Ball back to the '40s
Kristi Ruff
Staff Writ«

There was a great turnout at
'The Cast le' Saturday for Lawrence
Swing Dance's annual Charity Ball.
Th is year' s theme, "Home from
the War,' had everycne de::ke::I
cut in '40s-a-a at tire. Girls wcre
th eir hair in victory rolls and guys
dressed up in bowler hats and
sleek suit s.
LSD members and LU studa1ts
share::! the dance floor this year
wit h members of various local
Appleton swing grcups. The variEiy of skill was obvious - from
a basic East Coast swing with a
fria1d to Lindy-hopping with a
cute old guy in suspende"s, the
night was a complete success.
Regardless of ability or knowledge of dancing, everyone in
attendance seemed to have a great
time Stud01ts especially gct the
chance to break out of the W
bubble and learn new steps by
watching oldEJ" dance"s.
LSD menbers performed a
choroographe::I. dance at 8 p.m.,
after which dancers continued jiving to Pre::! Sturm's jazz band.

Almoo everya,~ it seen~
mented en how fant~ic lt
to gEt to dance to live .Ill
and there was ncthing bµt
comma1ts foc Pre::!. Stunn ,
perfooners.
The biggest success Q(
night? The club raised ~E!' S
for this year's charity, the U
Service Organizatiat USQ,
vides support to military fami}
located in the states and Of
seas.
The night WEllt cff witbalte
hitch - althoogh the cxganill'iri'li!I
seaned a tad CNerwhelmed bytbi
surprising tumrut - and fi!Vfrf,
me in attendance ha:i a ~
time while raising mOOe'{ fct' I
great cause
I overheard an eld€fly dan
tell a yrung man dressed in a
unifocm, ' Yaire taking me
60 years, kid• While I'm sure
was not the focus of the ·
the thane provided the pa-f
context foc old and yrung
EJ"S alike to mix, blendingt
a1d presmt variatioos or
together into ooe unified
thct all cruld a'tjOf.
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Comingto
your senses
Movies
Friday, February 13
"Friday tl1e 13ili"
"Confessions of a Shopaholic"
"The International"
"The Caller"

DVD
Tuesday, February 17
"Changeling"
"Religulous"
"Body of Lies"
"Quarantine"
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Elaine at the movies: Artist Spotlight:
Winter pick-me-ups

Elaine Blum

Gwen KellyMasteft Q fl

recommend "Monsters, Inc.,'' "The
SL'lff \'X.'rircr
Incredibles," and "Finding Nemo."
A romantic comedy: Occasionally
_
Welcome to that part of winter it hits the spot just right to see ; _ .
term when everyone is tired of the everything work out picture-perfect
lack of sunlight, negative tempera- - especially if it does so 'A~thout gagtures, increasing stress, lack of sleep me cliches or being too predictable.
and midterms. If you are anything The power-hitter of unique romantic
like me, you probably need to find a · comedies has to be "Bridget Jones's
few pick-me-ups to make it through Diary." Bridget is quirky, awkward
to spring term. Here are some differ- and often puts her foot in her mouth
- and she still manages to get the
ent types of movies that might help.
by Anna Hainze
A childhood favorite: Revisiting guy in the end. "Music and Lyrics"
With
both parents involved in
a favorite from your younger days also showcases a unique plot, hilarithe
theater
during the first three
ous
beginning
music
video,
and
comis not only a good trip down memyears of her life, it only seems
ory lane, but also a good way to see pletely satisfying finish. Other stellar
natural that senior Gwen Kellythings that you missed the first few romantic comedies: "10 Things I Hate
Masterton gravitated towards this
times around. Classic Disney films, Ab out You" and "Funny Girl."
art form more than any other. Our
A laugh-out-loud
comedy:
for example, are filled with \\itty
featured artist admits to always
jokes that soar above the heads of Sometimes the best pick-me-up
having been into the dramatic arts,
comes
in
the
form
of
the
mindless,
younger crowds, yet now you can
specifically acting, but truly found
fully appreciate the humor. When ridiculous, low-brow comedy. For
her niche at the tender age of 15:
revisiting "Beauty and the Beast," I these times, I often screen Ben Stiller
"[ realized that I always wanted to
actually understood jokes such as and/or Will Ferrell movies. Notable
tell the other actors what to do,
works:
."Mystery
Men,"
"Zoolander,''
Cogsworth's "If it's not baroque,
give them advice and suchlike." Lo
don't fix it." Furthermore, I thor- "Old School" and "Blades of Glory."
and behold, a director was born.
oughly enjoyed the satirical hilarity Other comedies tend less towards the
Though her directing debut
that is Gaston. Other recommenda- ridiculous, yet provide just as many
occurred during her senior year
quotable
lines.
For
crude-free
hilarity,
tions for childhood favorites: "The
of high school in a Commedia
Neverending Story," "Aladdin," I highly recommend "Heavyweights"
dell'Arte version of "Cinderella,"
and
"Cool
Runnings."
For
catchy,
"Chitty Chitty Bang Bang," and
Kelly-Masterton has most certainly
energetic, comical musical numbers,
"Hercules. "
been busy honing her skills ever
I
recommend
"The
Producers."
I
parA Pixar flick: I do not know anysince. Currently, our featured artone who can honestly say that a Pixar ticularly suggest keeping an eye out
ist is working on a production of
for
the
number
"Keep
It
Gay."
film does not bring a smile to his/her
"The Burial at Thebes," Seamus
There are numerous other films
face. Each Pixar film is witty, wellHeaney's translation of "Antigone,"
that
cheer
me
up
and
I
could
eas\\Titten and happy, and the humor
which she, not so surprisingly, is
ily
fill
a
whole
column
with
merely
is suited to all ages. Furthermore,
directing.
the animated shorts that accompany naming them all. However, my most
This, however, is not your
each feature offer ample entertain- important advice for de-stressing
everyday
"Antigone"
"We
ment even after multiple vie\~ings. film viewing is to find a flick that will
decided to do [the production) allmake
you
laugh.
Furthermore,
find
a
l'vly personal favorite, "For the Birds,"
female to complement 'Pillowman'
never fails to brighten my day. Other good friend with which to watch. Not
and partly because we feel that
only
is
viewing
more
friendly
\~ith
excellent shorts include "Presto"
the central conflict of the story of
and "Geri's Game." These animated two or more, but you can then later
'Antigone,' though often viewed
quote
memorable
lines
for
additional
shorts are a quick, guaranteed way to
get a laugh. For feature films, I highly .laughs.

to be gender-based, really reaches
beyond gender into the more basic
realm of the force of authority and
the force that challenges authority."
Even the venue is unique:
"Antigone" will be performed Feb.
19 and 20 on the "sky lounge" of
the Science Hall atrium, the skywalk that bridges the third floors
of Youngchild Hall and Science
Hall.
But 'A'hy direct when one can
get more spotlight, more attention,
more Oscars, as an actress? Wben
1 asked Kelly-~!asterton which she
preferred, acting or directing, there
was absolutely no hesitation in her
response: "Directing. I'm never satisfied 1\ith my acting .... Ultimately,
if for every two shows I directed, l
could act in one, I'd be happy."
And as for her future plans,
Kelly-Masterton is one of tho se
luck.) ' fe\v seniors 1vho know exactly what she wants to do: direct,
and someday start her 01rn theater

Ph o to by K.:itic La ngenfeld

Ahomecoming of sorts for Dale Duesing
Laura Streyle
Staff \'(.'rit c r

Music
Tuesday, February 17
M. Ward

"Hold Time"

William Elliott Whitmore
"Animals in the Dark"
Morrissey
"Years of Refusal"
Architecture in Helsinki
"That Beep"

A graduate from Lawrence
University , world-renowned and
locally beloved baritone Dale Duesing
took the stage Saturday night in the
Memorial Chapel as a part of the
University's 100th Artist Series season.
The day of
Duesing's performance, my shift
working in the
Box Office was
quite possibly the
most enjoyable
shift I have had:
patrons were voluntarily telling
stories they knew
about Duesing
in exchange for
their tickets. It
was as though
this
famous
performer had
extended a personal invitation
to each patron

that approached

D:'\IC Duesing p ccfo nnc..xl his

the ticket window.
A smiling patron, sporting a
polka-dotted tie, particularly stands
out in my memory: he said, "I wonder if Dale 1\ill wear his coattails,
tonight. He'll look so sharp, boy, oh
boy." He then explained how he had
worked with Duesing during past

among others.
Duesing's
experience 1\ith
orchestral repertoire is no less e.\'.quisite: He has been a soloist with the
New York Philharmonic, the Berlin
Philharmonic, the BBC Symphony,
and many more similarly brilliant
ensembles.
Saturday night, Duesing came
full circle as a soloist performer;
it was at La,vrence
that he gave his
first recital. The
concert included
works by Brahms,
Verdi, Wagner and
Gershwin,
along
with a fun set of
pieces composed
by two
former
Lawrence professors, James Ming
and Clyde Duncan.
Their
compositions were changed
to suit a baritone
voice, and were then
given to Duesing as
a gift.
With the talPh"10 l,y LiudSU)' 1-bywrnl ented pianist Todd
r.~1 concert :11 Ltnvrcn cc ilS
Sim.lent.
Camburn, Duesing
walked back onto
Duesing has developed his the stage amidst the audience's thununique musical prowess through derous applause to perform his final
his contribution to a wide range of solo encore, a traditional song that
artistic projects. To name a few of he sang for an encore at his first
these projects, he has performed in recital: "10,000 Miles." When he finthe Metropolitan Opera, Paris Opera, ished the sweet song, he took a smilChicago Opera and Lyric Opera, ing, noble bow.

summer Bjorklunden workshops.
Being a part of the Bjorklunden
environment is just one of the many
examples of Duesing's impressive
dedication to the community. He
has performed at numerous music
festivals around the world, including
the Salzburg Festival, the Edinburgh
Festival, and the Glyndebourne
Festival.

ri

Become a photographer
for The Lawrentian

Contact Dorothy Wickens
at wickensd@lawrence.edu

CAMPUS
BARBER S.UOP
BRAD HIETPAS Prop.
Located on the corner of
WASHINGTON and DURKEE

Phone 920-739-1805
Appleton, W1
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en's bas etball continues to roll. • •
\fall Ho h
Suff \Xlrncr

The Lt1wren ce men's basketball
tedill extended it ' winning st reak
to fo ur games with big Midwest
Conference wins t!Jis past weekend
to improve to an overall record of
14-6. Th e Vikings defeated_Illinois
college 86-76 and routed Knox
College 93-67. With the wins, the
Vikings are now in a three-way tie
for second place in the conference.
Leading the way for the Vikings
this weekend was Jayce Apelgren,
who scored 39 points in the two

Indoor Track
update

Women's basketball still fighting
Tristan Lipe
Se,ff Writer

The Lawrence University
men's and women's indoor
track teams beaded to UWSt evens Point this past weekend
to compete in the Point Invite
Saturday for a tune-up race in
preparation for their big conference meet this weekend. The
invite was heavily competilive,
with 13 women's teams and 15
men's teams.
The men's team has competed well in every meet they
have attended, despite the fact
that they have only one senior
on a team of almost 30. They
continued to improve in every
event again this past weekend.
While there were not al« of
points scored, the men ran hard
and extremely well. Junior Mark
Sp11el ran a good lime in the
1-mile run, completing the race
in 4:42.02. Sophomore Kevin
Gabrielsen earned a point for the
men in the long jlllilp, jumping
a distance of 6.20 meters in the
preliminaries and 6.17 meters
in the finals, good for eighth
place. Freshman Nick Kerkman
had a strong meet in the shot
put. He took 11th place, with a
strong throw of 12.75 meters.
Both Jesse Peterson and Ben
Hartman ran strong races in the
400-meter dash as well.
The women looked to continue a recent string of snccess, and this Saturday was no
different . With 13 teams competing, the lady Yikes secured
an eighth· place finish behind
strong individual efforts from
many runners . Sophomore
Marva Goodson took third place
in bO!h the preliminaries and
the finals of the 55-meter dash,
with a time of 7.42 seconds.
Senior Lisa Ritland followed that
up with a strong time of 1:04. 56
in the 400-meter dash.
Madeline Steininger con.
tinned the strong performance
for the women with a time of
9.45 in the 55-meter hurdles
and then took first place in
the high jump, with a jump of
1.61 meters. Goodson kept the
momentum going, following up
St eininger's win wilh one of her
own in the long jump, with a
jump of 5.48 met ers. The women's relay teams also decided
to join the f1w, with an eighthplace finish in the 4x200-meter
relay with a tim e of 1:59.32.
Th e indoor track teams
have another meet this weekend, traveling to compete at the
Grand Valley State Big Meet.

the team for a nice beard."
As a team, the Vi.kings' success
will continue if they "stay focus ed on
defense anti ltave ail 17 players continue to play as one," said Page. "It
not only shut s down the other team,
but when we get steals and rebound,
it allows us to play our up-tempo
style," Apelgren added.
The Vikings are back in action
at Lawrence's Alexander Gym on
Feb. 14 at 4 p.m. when they take on
the first -place Green Knights of St.
Norben . All are welcome to support
the team and find out who the man
with the big beard is!

games, shoot.ing GG p_ercent from both l:'11ds of the fl oor and screening
behind til e arc. Agam st 1Urno1s [for teammates]. This put s me in
College, Ape.lgren scored a game position to get easy baskets." He also
!Jigl.l ,md career-high 24 poiut s. He explainetl tltat t llese easy baskets
sin'.iply commented, "My shots just come when the guards on the t earn
are shooting well and making great
fell that night."
Also having a great weekend passes when he is open for quick
was fellow senior Chris Page, who baskets.
The VikiJ:igs have been on a roll,
finished v.~th back-to-bad double.doubles. Against Illin ois College, and both Apelgre.n and Page had
Page scored 14 points and snatched gr eat games this weekend; however,
15 rebounds. He followed this with botlt said they really did not change
15 points and 12 rebounds against much in their preparation, as neither
is superstitious. Ape.lgren did say he
Knox College.
Page commented on his key for knew "someone on the team has not
!Jis success this weekend, saying, shaved since our win streak sta11ed.
"It 's just focusing on rebounds on If you're wondering who, just scan

This past week was a busy one
for t he Lady Vik es. The women's basketball team traveled to St. Norbert
for a midweek game, and then they
took the long trip south to Illinois
last weekend to face Knox and
Illinois College.
St. Norben has been a tough
team to beat and has been near the
top of the conference all season.
Lawrence struggled to score in the
first half, only putting up 22 points.
These problems continued, as the
Vikes could not create much offense
against the tough defense of St.
Norbert and only put up 20 points

McClure added six.
The Vikings then continued their
road trip with a bout for revenge
against Knox College after losing to
the Prairie Fire in ovenime at home
a few weeks earlier. The Vikings kept
it close through the first half, but
Knox pulled away in the second half,
defeat ing the Vikings 48-59.
The Vikings were again led by
Henzi who had 19 points and Aens
who had 14. The Yikes make a
bid for their first win of the season this weekend. The Yikes square
off against the tough St. Norbert
squad at Alexander Gym Saturday.
Women's basketball then takes on
lleloit College Tuesday, Feb. 18 at
Alexander Gym.

in the second half.
The Vikings were led again by
Erin Henzi, with 11 points and seven
rebounds, and Laura Aens, who
added 15 points. The Vikings could
not stop the high-powered offense
of St. Norbert , which had four players score in double digits, and fell
42-84.
On the long road trip south, the
Vikings first faced off against Illinois
College. The Vikings again struggled
to put points on the board, scoring
only 18 in the first half. The huge
first -half deficit was too much for
the Vik.es to overcome as they fell to
Illinois College 44-72. Aerts tied her
career high with 20 points to lead
the Vikes in scoring, Henzi added
nine points and freshman America

Hockey
Adrian
Lawrence
Marian
MSOE
Finlandia
Concordia
UM-Crookston
Nonbland
Men's Bball
St. Norben
Carroll
Grinnell
Lawrence
Ripon
Illinois.College
Lake Forest
Monmouth
Knox
Beloit

Women's Bball
St. Norben
Bel9it
Ripon
Carroll
I~ois College
Monmouth
Lake Forest
Knox

Grinnell
Lawrence

MWC
12-1
10-3
9-3
8-5

7-5
7-6
7-6
2-11

2-11
0-13

I

Statistics are courtesy of
www.lawrence.edu, www.
midwestconference.org and
www.mchahockey.com and
are current as of
February 11, 2009.

Go Yi l,e, Go I

MILWAUKEE BUCKS CAREER FAIR
COME TO THE CAREER FAIR TO JOB SEEK & ATTEND A BUCKS GAME!

TO ORDER CONTACT:

Presented By:

~

monster·

Tuesday, March 3rd
vs. New Jersc, " 7 QO Pr,1
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RORY COOK

a..

414-227-2735 orrcook@bucks.com

-

NICK MONROE
414-227-0843 or nmonroe@bucks.com
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Career Fair Admission and $29 Upper Level Game

ALL F·OR ONLY $~0!
CAREER FAIR LINE UP:
~ Career Fair will be held from 3-5:30 at the Bradley Center (must have ticket to enter)

• Bring multiple copies of your resume

• Dress Professionally

• Get career information about internships, part-time, and full-time positions
• Over 15 teams and corporations will be present including:

DETROIT PISTONS

•

MILWAUKEE IRON IESPN RADIO I MARQUETTE I MILWAUKEE ADMIRALS I CHICAGO WOLVES IMILWAUIUWAVf
•TEAMS SUBJECTTO CHANGE
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Fencing season heats up

11

Athletes of the Week

Peter Kilkuskie

Univ ersity.
by Jeanelle Adams
Unfortunate ly, they narrowly
missed beating Way ne State in a 4Two weekends ago the Fencing 5 loss. The epee team also did well
team traveled back to Evanston, Ill. individually. The wo men did not
for the Northwestern Duals meet. field a sabre team at this meet.
This was an exciting meet For the
The men's team brought only
team, since Div is ion I schools from Five men to this meet but still did
What is the best thing about swimming? How long have you been swimming competitively?
all over the country were com pet- well overall. The men's foil team
I _Feel that one of the best aspects of swimming is the challenge of racing yourself. J started swimming comconsisted of Team Ca ptain Bryce
ing.
pent 1vely as a Freshman m high school alter I decided the diving team was not my cup of tea.
Schools in attendance included Schuler and Junior Joe O' Halloran.
Notre Dame, Detroit Mercy, Ohio They posted a 0-8 record, though
How is the .tmm dynamic this year? What are the tmm's goals for the remainder of the season?
State, North Carolina, Johns Hopkins, ind iv idua lly beat ing many other
'
. We have an outstanding group of guys this·year. The underclassmen have done a great job of stepping into
Penn State, Cleveland State, Temple Fencers from the other schoo Is.
important roles: We have a number of young people that bring a unique and fun attitude to the team both in and
and Fairleigh Dickinson University.
The men's epee team consisted
out of the pool Team goals include winning a relay or two as well as placing top three as a team.
The Lawrence fencing team did of only sophomore Jordan Severson,
well albeit not fie !ding an entire who posted a 0-8 record as well, but
What is your favorite stroke? Lmst favorite? Why?
team, only bringing two full squads. did well aga inst the field, getting
F_avorite stroke: breaststroke because _I've had a knack for it ever since I started swimm ing competit ively
The women's foil team, fielding some good points on quite a few
and
It g IVes me an el(CUse to not Flutter kick during kick sets. Least favorite: backstroke because I'm not good
schools.
senior Melanie Kathan, sophomore
at pulling on t:h~ lane line.
The men's sabre team consistDorothea Schurr, and freshmen Sara
Sheldon-Rosson and Catie Hoglund ed of junior Peter Kilkuskie and
What is your favorite mml before a race? What is your typical race-day routine?
posted a 3-8 record, beating Detroit- sophomore Alex Chee. They led the
I don't eat whole lot - upsets my stomach From being nervous. If do eat something it would like ly be
Mercy, Wayne State and Cleveland men's team with a 4-4 record, beatcrackers,
Gatorade,
ing Detroit Mercy, Cleveland State,
State.
an orange or maybe
They also did well individually, Wayne State, and Northwestern.
muscle milk if I'm in
getting great individual victories. They also had good individual victhe mood. Pre-meet
The women's epee team, consisting tories over Ohio State, Notre Dame,
routine
includes
of senior Chiara Terzuolo, Team Johns Hopkins and North Carolina.
visualizing
my
Despite the teams being a little
CaJj:ain Elise Pfaltzgraff and freshstroke,
doing
'
lat
man Kaitlin Bone, did well, posting a short-handed at this meet, the team
slaps,'
and
telling
3-8 beating Detroit Mercy, Cleveland did well overall
myself something
State, and Fairleigh Dickinson
funny to relax.
for Tl>, r.-,.,,;""

Matt Yauch
Swimming

Hockey completes second
straight sweep
Jon Mays
Staff Water

This past weekend was historic
for the Lawrence men's hockey team
as they swept Northland College, and
in doing so, clinched the Midwest
Collegiate Hockey Association
Northern Division title.
With the sweep, the Vikings also
tied the school record for wins in
a season, eclipsing the mark set by
last year's squad. The Vikings even
earned home-ice advantage in the
first round of the MCHA playoffs
later in February. Next weekend the
Vikings host Finlandia Univers ity
with a chance to stand alone in the
record books.
In the first game of the series,
Lawrence's freshmen led the way,
scoring all three goals for the Vikings.
Sam Johnson and Jim Crowley both
scored their first collegiate goals
in the third period to put the game
out of reach Lawrence went on to

win 3-0 with Jon Bellotti adding the
other goal Sophomore goaltender
Evan Johnson stopped 16 shots and
earned the shutout, his sixth of the
season, which is best in .the nation.
Lawrence outshot Northland by a
staggering margin of 46-16.
The Vikings (13-9-1, 13-4-1
MCHA) looked just as impressive in
the second game, shutting out the
Lumberjacks again, and outshooting
them 40-9. Ass istant Capt ain Marc
Howe led. the way For Lawrence,
scoring two goa ls, includ ing a shorthanded goa l that was the fifth of
his career, sett ing the record for
short-handed goals in a career. Josh
DeSmit added a power-play goa l, and
Matt Hughes scored an even-strength
goal, mak ing the final score 4-0.
the last regular-season gam es are
Feb. 13 and 14 at the Appleton Ice
Center aga inst Finland ia Univers ity.
Lawrence won both previous games
against the Lions earl ier this year.

If you could swim
anywhere in the
world, where would
it be and why?
Lac La Croix,
the Canadian side
of the boundary
waters past northern
Minnesota, as the
sun goes down or
on a starry night. It
is the most beauti-.
ful and serene place
r have ever visited.
And no, r would not
wear a swims uit.

L....--~...___..-

Ph oto courtesy of l.{at't Y:1uch

Erin Henzi
Women's Basketball
Would you rather score a three-pointer or drive it in, get fouled and get sent to the free-throw lin e?_
I would rather score a three-po inter because making free throws, espec ia lly under a pressure s1tuat1on, can
be more difficult than peop le th ink.
What is your favor ite position to play on the floor? Why?
I don't really have a Fav orit e position. Where I play usually depends on match ups. If I have someone shorter
than me I play down low, but if I have a 6-foot girl on me the.n I' ll play a guard.
What are your goals for the remainder of your senior season? What has been your biggest accomplishment
over the past four years?

Let's give our Lawrence
University wrestling squad a
thunderous sendoff this weekend when the squad hosts OW.Oshkosh in its last home meet
of the year, and of the program
- at least for now.
Plan to pack the green room at
Alexander Gymnasium, 7 p.m.
today, Friday, Feb. 13, and give
them the respect they deserve.

My goal is to give it ev erything I have for the last two weeks, so when I look back at my bas ketball_ career
I don't have any regrets. Honest ly, my team's biggest accomplishment has been making 1t through this year.
It's been hard, but I know fiv e years - - - - - - down the road our program will be
successful aga in and it all started
because our eight girls didn't quit.
What is the biggest challenge the
team has faced this year with
being such a small team? How has
the team overcome this or how do
you plan to overcome this challenge during the remainder of the
season?
Our biggest challenge is not
hav ing enough peop le to practite.
With eight gi rls, we can't scrimm age "'
so trying to find a flow on offense
has been hard. Most of the tim e
our coaches practice with us or we
bring in guys once a week.
If you could play one-on-one with
any professional basketball player, who would it be and why?
Dwayne Wade - solely on his
looks.

L-.-------"'-------'
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Dan Meinhardt

choreographed a duet to this
song. This is one of those songs
that just puts a smile on my
face whenever I hear it.

l. "Viva Las Vilnius," Chris
Potter
This guy is one of the biggest reasons I keep going back
to my practice room in the con.
Every time I listen to him, it
makes me either want to quit
playing or go back and stick it
to everyone telling me that I
won't make it as a pro musician.

4.

"Paranoid

Android,"

Radiohead
These are some bad dudes.
They've come from underground to mainstream to whatever they are now, and they've
always sounded fresh. This song
was my introduction to them
and it'll probably always stick
with me.

2. "Peaceful Warrior," Aaron
Parks
It's jazz, but it doesn't
always sound like it. I've been
hooked on his album "Invisible
Cinema" because it has a really
wide range of music on it. It's
an album I think everyone
would like, regardless of their
jazz knowledge/ experience.

This is such a great song
and it makes me chill out every
time I hear it. Queen had such
an unmistakable sound and
every time l hear this song, 1
stop and just listen.

7. "The Firebird Suite," Igor
Stravinsky
This is a huge work for all
musicians, but it was one of my
first experi~nces with modern
classical music. It's brilliant. It
was written to a story, but conjures up all sorts of imagery to
the casual listener.

9. "Semi-Charmed Life," Third
Eye Blind
This brings back all sorts
of memories from elementary
school, and all of them are
great! My friends and I rediscovered this album over last summer, and I pull it out every now
and then to smile and remember that a song can be just plain
fun.

I've been really getting into
hip-hop lately, and Common
is one of my favorite artists.
Unlike so many mainstream
"artists," he seems to actually
be saying something in all of his
songs. Add this to the positive

10. "September," Earth, Wind
& Fire
I stumbled on EWF in high
school and immediately fell
in love with their passion and
soul. This song was a particular
favorite of mine when I found
them, but recently it's popped
into my head again, and it still
rocks my world.

Downer has Jost it's dimensionality. thousands of miles from its source
Even beyond cafeteria food, to our neighborhood grocery stores.
much of the food we eat today
Far from the intimate conneccontinued from page 6
is dimensionless: what we eat, we tion between farmer and kitchen
of the meal we eat is gone. The view as simply a "hamburger" or table that we have long since lost,
struggle becomes, then, how to pre- a "salad," without considering the we don't even have a connection
serve meaning in what we eat when rich stories behind the food. This is between the drive-thru boy and the
eating limited options from a buffet why it becomes easy to ignore the passenger-seat "table." Mealtime has
line. For many of these foods, we fact that most meat comes from fac- gone from being a thoughtful event
don't even know their names, much tory farms, where cattle live in cages to a mechanistic necessity.
less their contents, method of cook- barely larger than themselves, .eatBut there is a larger lesson in
ing, or source of ingredients. With ing hormones, antibiotics and corn this than just to be more thoilgp~l
the exception of the (occasionally feed. It's. easy to ignorf the living about what we Put into our Jll~Uths;
correct) "VGN" (vegan) and ·"V" (veg- conditions of migrant workers who
etarian) labels, and the "Provided pick our spinach. It's easy to ignoFe
by SLUG" labels (now rare in the the thousands of galJons of fossil
middle of winter), the food we eat at fuel burned to ship our food the continued from page 6
to, which adds to my overall
unattraetive appearance and ·personality. These hardships are the
equivalent of abject poverty at an
expensive liberal arts institution,
and I want to make you all suffer
with me.
I can only imagine the fallout
from this column. People will probably begin to give me a 3- or 4foot berth whenever they see me. ·
That will be kind of nice, especially
Brou9ht 1o JOU
1he Clau of!
in that area right after the land
bridge, in front of the Beta house.
1965 Student AcUftt, Gram
People get pretty touchy in that
area around the ice patches. They

the way we eat in modem soc;iety is
symbolic of the way we conduct our
lives in general. We are constantlyin
a rush, we rarely think through .the
things we buy and use, be it soap or
Burger King, and how they affect .our
bodies and our planet, and we.often
ignore those individuals around us'
and the social relationships that
make us human. But, perh~ps, if we
start to think about our food, it ·will
start us thinking more ab6'ut other
t~gs, too. ·
..... ,· . .
•
will probably also write some angry
letters to the editorial staff about
hO\:V I am a bitter person who ·is
doomed to be .a spinster .forever:
like last time I wrote a· pretty hon- .
est column. Since those accusations
are true, I will not be offended.
But you know what, I re.sent that
too. Why can't you pick up· on my
sarcasm, Lawrence? I wrote this col·
umn while listening to the.latest hit
featuring T-Pain, "Cyclone." Surely
I am not serious! Why do you meet ·
my snarky columns with serious
responses? I resent that. A'.bove all,
however, I resent the fact that in a ·
year's time, I will have no outlet for
my resentment, and there will be ·
no one and nothing ·left to resent
anymore.

5. "Back in the Day," Erykah
Badu
I love Erykah. She makes
everything feel good. If I'm feeling down, I just turn this on and
groove to it.

3. "Snails," The Format

6. "You're My Best Friend,"
Queen

One of my friends from
home owns a dance studio. She

8. "Time Traveling," Common

Eating

Valentin.e's Day .

Coming Term Ill ..

LI IIKES
bJ

I OTrek mountain bakes
available 10 rent [;[TI~~

from 1he Union

Helmet and lock included

• I

list for him: he uses live musicians.

All you have to do is si9n
1he waiver and leave your
ID a11he Info Desk
@!IJ/1/l[J
!JJ@m@Odi1~

0

Trek is a WI-based co~pany

Cars not needed for errands

UNION STATION

lh Roho~ ot
I\Jofth'Uht'.1. 'Do~···
Pick a Valentine to
redeem your savings on all
Lawrence apparel 8 gifts
LU STUDENT
DISCOUNT:

MUtv(ff((l Pil ~ lU

-offa

600 W. College
920-749-1111

16" pizza

~Moff

any pizza

NO COUPON NECESSARY
OPEN 'TIL 3AM
FREE DELIVERY

Letters to the editor a.re:
come and encouraged. The
-reserve the right tQ edit for
and space. Letters must be e-

- All submissions to
pages must be turned ill
Lawrenttan no later than S
the Monday before pub)t

- All submissions to th,e
pages must be accompanl
phone number at which the a
can be contacted. Articles
ted without a contact llllJiJba',
not be
- The Lawrentian rel!~

the rlght to print any submfs.SI.;
received after the above dea
and to edit each sub~!~·a.;i
clarity, decency and ~
I

